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german
German Language Courses

Our programs combine academic seminars with intensive German language
instruction. Learning German in an intercultural setting will not only be a lot of fun,
but will also help you get the most out of your time in Germany. As an additional
benefit, living with a host family will give you great opportunities to put what you’ve
learned into practice outside the classroom and boost your language skills beyond
what you would be able to achieve through coursework alone.

FEEL
AT HOME
Host Family Program

Kassel’s unique homestay program offers you the exciting chance to
experience authentic daily life in Germany first-hand. Staying with a
friendly and welcoming family will provide you with one of the quickest
and most enjoyable ways to learn German through daily interaction and
conversation. Your host family will be there to support you throughout
your journey of exploring Germany and discovering its customs and
people. They will be your home away from home.
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The Hessen International Summer University [ISU] and the International Winter University
[IWU] Kassel offer three to four-week academic programs, which feature the strengths of the
University of Kassel in environmental sciences, Nano Science and German language and culture.
Roughly 60 students, who are placed with German host families for the duration of their stay
in Kassel, attend each program. This unique opportunity provides you with the chance to gain
insight into German culture and family life. During your time in Kassel, you will be engaged not
only in inspiring academic seminars, but also in diverse cultural and social activities. While you
select your seminars from either the engineering, Nano Science or the culture module, all participants join the language classes and enjoy the extensive extracurricular activities together.
Our programs are targeted primarily at advanced undergraduate students seeking
international academic experience and intercultural networking, although graduate
students and young professionals are also welcome to attend as well. Use your semester
break as a character- and resume-building opportunity with life-long benefits.
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Engineering Module

The University of Kassel plays a leading role in
environmental engineering in Germany, and has
contributed significantly to the advancement of
renewable energy technologies worldwide through
its academic research and innovative technology
transfer. Taught by internationally renowned
faculty members, ISU and IWU offer you the best
opportunities to study today’s global environmental
challenges from a German perspective.
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culture
Culture Module

Germany’s cultural heritage lies in its history, arts, literature, music, and
architecture. The city of Kassel is not only home to the world famous modern art
exhibition “documenta” and an extensive and outstanding museum landscape,
it is also where the origins of the Brothers Grimm’s famous fairy tales can be
found. Kassel and the surrounding region also offer plenty of opportunities to
explore German history first-hand. Here you will find some of the richest cultural
heritage in Germany, which makes Kassel truly an ideal place for your introduction
to German culture studies.

think
nano
Culture Module

The University of Kassel’s nanotechnology research center CINSaT
gathers some of nano science’s most revoulutionary researchers
and encourages you to explore the appication of nanotechnology to
everyday life. The seminar is combined with different apporaches to
intercultural communication in order to expand your knowledge of
other cultures and the way we as humans interact.

